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T
he posters sit rolled up in the

corner between crowded

bookshelves.Words of sorrow,

support and encouragement fill the

curled pages, hidden from view.

Some things are just going to have to

wait – when the pain isn’t so fresh, and

the memories have mellowed.

It’s a reality Dr. Carolyn (Detjen ’67)

Rude, chairman of Virginia Polytechnic

Institute and State University’s

department of English, never dreamed

she would experience, a date seared in the

collective memory of a university, a

nation and the world.

One of the leading researchers and

teachers in the technical communication

field, Rude started at Virginia Tech in

2003, after more than 20 years at Texas

Tech University.When she was recruited

to Virginia, she was drawn to the

university’s focus on giving back,

evidenced by its motto, Et Prosim, “That

We May Serve.”

Perhaps, she thought, it was time for a

change.And so she went to the sprawling

campus nestled in the mountains of

southwestern Virginia.

Little did she know that one violent

day over a year ago would test her

professionally and personally and turn a

well-respected institution into a place

colored by tragedy.
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The memories come to her at odd times.

As the head of a department that

instructs about 6,000 students every

semester, Rude typically works 60 to 70

hours a week.This fall, the department

will introduce a Ph.D. program in

rhetoric and writing, an initiative she

helped bring to fruition.A committed

academic, she continues her research in

technical communication, often seeking

out a quiet spot in the library to work

uninterrupted.

But her busyness doesn’t stop her from

remembering.

Rude speaks deliberately and

thoughtfully of April 16, 2007, when Cho

Seung-Hui shot and killed 32 on the

Virginia Tech campus before killing

himself.

She speaks of the grief that she, the

English department and the university

were forced to process even as swarms of

national and international media

descended on the campus.

She speaks of the immediate sense of

community that pervaded the campus

despite the magnifying glass of public

opinion.

That quality is in part why she believes

the institution will persevere.

“It’s always going to be a part of our

lives, but it doesn’t have to be

destructive,” she says.

Still fighting the effects of jet lag from a

recent Atlantic Coast Conference faculty

development trip to the Czech Republic,

Slovakia and Hungary, she sweeps her

hand around her office, which serves as

her “home.”A vase of flowers, a splash of

soft pink and purple, is evidence of a

Christmas gift from her husband, Don –

fresh flowers in her office all year.

She doesn’t miss the irony of where she

is now; when she made the move to

Virginia Tech, she thought it would be a

good opportunity to get back into the

classroom, having been the director of

several programs at Texas Tech since 1990.
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Inscribed in the opening pages of one

of her textbooks,“Technical Editing,” is

the dedication:“To my students – past,

present and future.You are the reason I

teach and write.”

That perspective permeates Rude’s

work, according to those who taught

alongside her at Texas Tech. Dr. Becky

Rickly, associate professor of technical

communication and rhetoric, describes

her colleague’s compassion when

welcoming and caring for graduate

students and her ability to create a sense

of community with the faculty.

Although Rude doesn’t hesitate to

describe her work, she exhibits a palpable

sense of humility in doing so.

Nevertheless, her impact as a researcher

and teacher in the field of technical

communication can’t be underestimated,

according to Dr. Sam Dragga, professor of

technical communication and rhetoric

and chair of the English department at

Texas Tech.

Technical communication essentially

enables people to get tasks completed, in

particular through the creation of

materials such as user manuals. Rude has

focused on how communication used in

the creation of reports and papers
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influences policy and decision making,

particularly with environmental policy.

“I want our leaders to be really

thoughtful,” to sit down with a text and

think it through, she says.

She has also studied technical editing

and how choices about arrangement,

visual design and other text features affect

readers’ responses. Her highly regarded

technical editing textbook is already in its

fourth edition.

During her career, she has been widely

published, served as a speaker at a variety

of regional, national and international

conventions and worked with the

Association of Teachers of Technical

Writing, Council for Programs in

Technical and Scientific Communication

and Texas Tech’s chapter of the Society

for Technical Communication.

Rude has been awarded the highest

awards possible with a number of

organizations, including Fellow of the

Association of Teachers of Technical

Writing. In 1998, she received two

honors from the Society for Technical

Communication: the Jay R. Gould award

for teaching excellence and election to

Fellow of the society. In 2001, she

received the Distinguished Service Award

from the Council for Programs in

Technical and Scientific Communication.

Dragga describes Rude as “a perceptive

and innovative teacher of technical

writing, serving students with a simply

indefatigable commitment.”

Her work with the development and

continued success of Texas Tech’s program

led the university to honor her with the

Chancellor’s Distinguished Teaching

Award, its highest honor, in 2002.

“She demonstrated that exceptional

teaching is a direct consequence of

inspired research,” Dragga says.
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Rude essentially stumbled upon her

field.A native of Berwick, Pa., she decided

to come to Grove City College after

tagging along with her older sister on

college visits. She wanted to go to a small

college and loved the feel of the campus.

While at Grove City, she was involved

with the Theta Kappa sorority,Touring

and Chapel choirs and the Ouija

yearbook staff. Her time with the choirs

stayed with her; she continued to

participate in choral groups even after

leaving Grove City.

After completing her bachelor’s in

English, she went on to earn a master’s

and Ph.D. in English at the University of

Illinois at Urbana. Her dissertation

focused on American literature and the

work of Walt Whitman.

An erudite authority in the field of technical communication, Dr. Carolyn (Detjen ’67) Rude continues her research, often seeking a quiet spot in this reading
room or elsewhere in Virginia Tech’s library to work uninterrupted.
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Then her husband, Don, whom she met while at Illinois, got

a job as a professor of English at Texas Tech.At the time, only

about 17 percent of individuals with a Ph.D. found

employment; her first attempts to get an academic position were

unsuccessful.

She eventually began working at Texas Tech’s Research and

Training Center in Mental Retardation, developing the training

materials for “citizen advocates” – individuals who helped

people with developmental disabilities move from institutions

into society. She was, essentially, a technical communicator.

When Texas Tech began looking to hire tenure-track

instructors in 1981 for the fledgling technical communication

program, Rude was qualified with her Ph.D. and work

experience.

In addition to her work as a professor and adviser, she served

as director of several Texas Tech programs, including graduate

studies in English, technical communication and graduate

studies in technical communication and rhetoric. By the time

she left Texas Tech, the small undergraduate service program had

grown to include a resident and online master’s program, as well

as a Ph.D. program.The faculty swelled from three to about 15.

It’s a long way from Walt Whitman, but given the full career

she has had, she declines any opportunity to retrace her steps.

“I don’t look back and regret,” she says.“I try to live with an

idea of what’s good about what I have.”
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Talk to Rude for any length of time, and one thing becomes

apparent: She cares.

“Carolyn is a driving force, a wonderful mentor and a caring

friend,” Rickly says.“She is one of the people I’d like to be

like.”

Those qualities have been stretched and pushed to the limits

in the aftermath of the Virginia Tech tragedy. Just one month

later, the English department held an emotional graduation.

As Rude goes about straightening her desk, her eyes take on a

faraway look. She blows out a breath, remembering that

commencement day.

When the mother of one of the slain students, Ryan Clark,

came forward to receive his diploma, Rude instinctively reached

out to embrace the grieving woman.A photo snapped of that

moment became widely circulated.

“At some point, you just have to respond as a human being,”

Rude says.As the mother walked out of the room, 1,000 in

attendance stood and applauded.

It isn’t hard for Rude to empathize with a mother’s grief. In

1987, her son, Ben, died in a skiing accident. Her other son,

Jonathan, works as an attorney in Dallas.

As a communicator, she knew her department’s role was to be

a “lifeline.” Not only was there a need for a personal connection

between her faculty and students, she also knew that it was

important for the faculty to write tributes for the victims’

families.

In a letter to English alumni soon after the tragedy, she

wrote,“We are beginning to look around and see that we can

act on our commitments to care for each other, to continue

our wonderful tradition of inquiry and teaching, to continue to

create.Virginia Tech is a different university from the one it was

before April 16, but it is a great university.You are part of a

grand and enduring tradition.”

She carries that belief, as well as the conviction that the best

way to honor the fallen is to cherish the memory of their

service, and treasure those around her.

In the aftermath of the shooting, higher education

institutions, including Grove City College, scrambled to assess

what happened and evaluate emergency preparedness plans.
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A memorial to the victims of the April 16, 2007, shootings stands in front of
Virginia Tech’s Burruss Hall. Students originally created the memorial by
placing 32 “Hokie” stones in a semi-circle. / Photo by Jim Judkis
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Rude was appointed to the university’s

Advisory Committee on Human

Dimensions, which was established to

review and prioritize recommendations

made by the state-appointed Virginia

Tech Review Panel.The group presented

its findings in November 2007.

It is important to “connect the dots”

by encouraging better coordination

between all groups involved. But at the

same time, Rude warns against measures

that might curb the push to pursue

knowledge.

Education – the exposure to new

ideas, the act of inquiry and the

broadening of one’s thinking – is a bold

endeavor.“We can’t forget what we’re

about,” Rude says.“Learning is risky

behavior.”

There needs to be a balance between

ensuring students’ safety and continuing

to encourage the free exchange of ideas.

“Somehow we’ve got to fix whatever

was wrong about not seeing the big

picture of students’ needs without

destroying what’s good about higher

education.”

It’s that purpose that continues to drive

Rude and Virginia Tech long after the

reporters closed their notebooks and

packed up their cameras – facing the

challenges of never forgetting, while

pushing forward.

A quiet stillness hangs over the campus.

The evening sunshine cuts across the

sweeping drill field. Rude pauses next to

the locally quarried “Hokie” stones

forming the shooting victims’ memorial.

“That’s how I knew Virginia Tech was

going to prevail,” she says as she looks out

over the grassy expanse toward a small

group of students playing a game of pick-

up soccer.“When the kids started coming

out to play again.”

She pauses for a beat.

“It took a while.”

(Rebecca Miller ’04 is the Grove City
College communications associate.)

Virginia Tech’s Moore ’89 trades industry for education
By Rebecca Miller ’04

Timothy Moore ’89 credits his Grove City College education

in preparing him to step into the professional world 19 years ago.

“I think that I got a very good liberal arts, well-rounded

education at Grove City that exposed me to many different

facets of life that have helped me to be more adaptable,” Moore

said.

Now, after 18 years in the “grind” of the private sector, he gets

to work at one of the premier universities in the East:Virginia

Polytechnic Institute and State University.

Since December 2007, Moore has worked as a data warehouse

architect, where he designs and maintains data pulls from the

university’s main systems containing information such as

transcripts and course grades to put into data warehouses. Part of

his job is to put data into a logical form for people to use.

Previously, he worked for Computer Aid, a firm in Allentown,

Pa., as a senior consultant. He also worked for IBM Global

Services for five years.

He was working in data analysis, design and programming, but

by fall of 2007, Moore decided it was time to leave private

industry. He began looking for a job at a university and college

in the Virginia area, close to extended family.When Virginia Tech

advertised a couple of openings, Moore applied and got a job

offer after just one phone interview.

Moore earned a master of science in information systems from

DeSales University in 2000. He has served as a full-time visiting

instructor at Lafayette College in Easton, Pa. He is currently an

adjunct instructor in the information technology department at

New River Community College.

Moore majored in computer systems and minored in business

at Grove City.Although he took the business courses as a “lark,”

he found them to be difficult; looking back, though, he said the

challenge prepared him for the demands of life, both

professionally and personally.

While at Grove City, Moore played trumpet in the Wolverine

Marching Band and participated in Clowns for Christ.The

ministry prohibits speaking while in costume, something Moore

found to be useful.“I got a lot out of that, too; because we didn’t

speak, I got better at the non-verbal communication.”

Moore also met his wife, Holly (Atkinson ’89) Moore, who

was a Spanish/secondary education major.They married in 1990

and have a son, Ethan, 4.They live in Radford,Va.

(Rebecca Miller is the Grove City College communications associate.)

Timothy Moore ’89 has worked as data warehouse architect at Virginia Tech
since December 2007. / Photo by Jim Judkis


